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Reusable Velcro Cable
Straps Strips - 7 Inch (100

pcs, Black)

$8.95

Product Images

Short Description

Who likes messy and tangled wires and cables that causes breakage? No one! It may seem impossible to
organize cables and wires but not anymore. Tie them up using the reusable cable straps tiers. The cables will
not only be separated to eliminate the risk of breakage through tangling, but the cables will also remain
organized and in place. The cable ties are reusable and can be used for a variety of different cords and wire
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sizes as well and rest assured that you will never have to deal with tangled and broken wires ever again.

Description

Who likes messy and tangled wires and cables that causes breakage? No one! It may seem impossible to
organize cables and wires but not anymore. Tie them up using the reusable cable straps tiers. The cables will
not only be separated to eliminate the risk of breakage through tangling, but the cables will also remain
organized and in place. The cable ties are reusable and can be used for a variety of different cords and wire
sizes as well and rest assured that you will never have to deal with tangled and broken wires ever again.

High-Quality Material

The cable strap tiers are made of high quality material. This not only makes them durable and robust but also
ensures that they are flexible. The cable tiers can be bent as required to tie the cables firmly. Conceal Cables

Pair the cables together or tie them individually, the cable tiers will help you hide all those unorganized cables
underneath your desk. The black color of the cable straps easily blends with the wires and does not stand
out. Thus the product offers usability as well as aesthetic organization at the same time.

Economical Choice

The reusable cable ties are an intelligent as well as economical investment. They are reusable and their high
quality material ensures long term use. Rather than the use of disposable ties which need to be replaced and
wasted over and over again, one can buy a pack of these reusable ones thus saving both environment and
money at the same time.

Package Includes

100 x cable ties
Specifications 7" x 0.8" per cable tie

Features

 

Nylon
100 PCS cable ties in package,7 inches long and 0.78 inches wide
Great for computer, appliance, and electronics wire management and is reusable,Great for cable or
wire organized and tying use, and easy to make markes.
Ideal for keeping all kinds of cords cables well organized and tidy in place
Reusable, durable, flexible fabric material ,Detachable design is convenient to use.
Multi-purpose and reusable cable straps
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Specifications

0

Additional Information

SKU STRAP-7-100

Weight 0.3000

Color Black

Wire Management Type Cable/Zip Ties

Material Velcro

Size 3/4"

Length 7"


